Lebanon is acknowledged as one of the world’s 18 major biological hot spots, and one of the richest in terms of natural capital – with Mediterranean ecosystems characterised by unique landscape structures of forest and natural zones intersecting matrices of manmade landscapes. It can be considered a very vulnerable country in terms of geological, hydro-geological and biological components as well as, over the past few decades, rapid urban development and coastal encroachment. Aiming to transform the CNRS into a regional centre of excellence for dealing with important environmental concerns deriving from anthropological impacts on natural resources: soil, water, biodiversity, and coastal zone management, monitoring, testing and research, INCAM project was launched in 2011.

◊ **Project’s portal**

The project started by the creation of a portal for dissemination its results to ensure a close collaboration and further follow-up links between the CNRS staff, INCAM project partners and the larger regional participants involved in all INCAM activities. The portal system is available on www.incam-cnrs.eu (figure 1) and contains all information related to the project. The website serves also as a dissemination tool for all conferences material (reports, presentations, pictures, participants contact list) delivered after any activity prepared within the project.

![Figure 1 Home page of INCAM website (www.incam-cnrs.eu)](image)

◊ **INCAM database**

During the first year of the project, a thorough assessment of the present status of natural resources in Lebanon was done with a main focus on the coastal zone of the country that has experienced drastic changes over the last two decades. Data of existing research results and literature review in Lebanon were collected for the last 5 years including a selection of important publications pre-2007,
addressing seven main topics: Water; Marine Ecosystem; Soil; Vegetation; Natural risks; Manmade risks; Human development index. Around 1000 metadata-sheets were introduced in the INCAM Web based catalogue that had been set up within the CNRS IT department in June/July (http://incam.cnrs.edu.lb/geonetwork) following all the instructions given through the training conducted in collaboration with IRD researchers (figure 2) on how to use standardised approaches to describe datasets, scientific reports, and publications.

Figure 2 CNRS researchers during the training conducted on the technical aspects of creating a database
CNRS Researchers also gathered the collected data in a 328-pages book highlighting the state of the art of natural resources in the country focusing on the coastal area with a critical analysis on the management of these resources as well the recommendations identifying gaps for each topic, feeding the activities foreseen in the other work packages. INCAM book entitled “Review and Perspectives of Environmental studies in Lebanon” (figure 3) includes fourteen chapters covering most of the critical issues that Lebanon is facing from biodiversity loss, degradation of soil and water quality, loss of the coastal zones to aggressive development and urbanization, land loss & erosion. Each chapter reviews and sheds light on the development of scientific appreciation of a specific environmental topic with a focus on the coastal area in order to identify knowledge gaps and priorities for future work. At the end of the book, a recommendation chapter (available also in Arabic) highlights generic recommendations for a sustainable environmental management.

Figure 3 INCAM Book cover

Peer-reviewed papers

In light of state of the art and all the analyses prepared, peer reviewed papers could be published on (i) Vulnerability to Desertification in Lebanon Based on Geo-information and Socioeconomic Conditions, published in Journal of Environmental Science and Engineering B 1 (2012) 851-864, (figure 4) (ii) Distribution of Lead, Cadmium, and Vanadium in Lebanese Coastal Sediments and Mussels, Journal of Coastal Research (in press), (figure 5) and (iii) La Composition Et La
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Abstract: Desertification caused by land degradation and overexploitation of natural resources is threatening large parts of eastern and southern Mediterranean. The actual state of desertification sensitivity in Lebanon was spatially assessed using site specific environmental bio-physical indicators, demographic pressure and socioeconomic conditions. Bio-physical assessment included the aridity index derived from integrated assessment of the historical data for 48 climatic stations spread throughout the country, the new detailed soil map at 1:50,000 scale, and the updated land cover/use map at 1:20,000 derived from IKONOS 2005. The methodology also included livelihood conditions and poverty at local administrative “Caza” level. Results showed the integrated impact of local climate, soil and vegetation quality and socioeconomic conditions on sensitivity to desertification. A total of 78% of the territories have low and very low climate quality index pre-conditioning the sensitivity to desertification. Fourteen Casas out of 26 in total, representing more than 60% of the country, have low socioeconomic satisfaction index. Furthermore, negative trends are alleviated by good quality relict soils and vegetation cover. The actual extent of desertification covers 40.48% of the national territory, much of which occurs under semi-arid climate, moderate or low soil and vegetation quality and poor living conditions. The outcome of this research adjusted the previous course estimates of desertification prone areas at the national level. Results allow for realistic, policy oriented local assessment for responsive land use planning and proactive sustainable, national and local land management in the context of the national action plan to combat desertification.
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Figure 4 First peer reviewed paper published within INCAM in Journal of Environmental Science and Engineering
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ABSTRACT


To evaluate Lebanese coastal contamination by trace metals (Pb, Cd, and V), we measured their distributions in marine sediments and in bivalve molluscs (*Balanus decussatus*) along the Lebanese coastal zone. Seven sampling sites, Batiha, Ajiq, Batroun, Byblos, Batroun, Tyre, and Aroa, were selected. Trace-metal concentrations, determined in public samples of the sediments (<250 μm), were the highest in Tyre sediments for Pb (384 μg g⁻¹) and Cd (0.33 μg g⁻¹), and in Aroa for V (750 μg g⁻¹). In *B. decussatus*, the highest Pb concentration corresponded to mussels collected from Batroun (6.50 μg g⁻¹), whereas the highest Cd concentrations were obtained in the Tyre Island (off Tyre) (13 μg g⁻¹) and the highest V levels in Batroun (494 μg g⁻¹). The determination of the geoaccumulation index showed that the investigated sediments in the Lebanese coast are unpolluted with Cd, moderately to strongly polluted with V at Aroa, and extremely polluted with Pb at Tyre. Pb concentrations in mussel *B. decussatus* are lower compared with levels detected in polluted areas in the world. However, Cd levels in the studied bivalves at Batroun and Tyre are similar to those obtained in other Mediterranean moderately polluted sites. High Cd and V levels in mussels collected at Batroun clearly show the anthropogenic impact of the nearby fertilizer plant.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS. Trace metals, Pb, Cd, V, marine sediments, mussels, Lebanon.

Figure 5 Second peer-reviewed paper within INCAM published in *Journal of Coastal Research* (in press)
Following the print out of INCAM book which is considered to be a major achievement towards increasing the CNRS national role on the road to a continual environmental assessment and since it is considered to be a major source of information for decision makers, stake holders, academics, students and the public at large, the project management unit suggested to hold local workshops: the first one on environmental remediation of Upper Litani Watershed at the Lebanese Parliament, Beirut February 28, 2013. The workshop involved NGOs, ministries, environmental experts, decision makers to discuss the environmental pollution of the river and discuss technical, administrative and legislative solutions toward a proper management for the protection of the Litani river, the second one on the linkage between INCAM project and the OREME observatory (Observatoire des Sciences de l’Univers dédié à l’étude des Aléas et de la Vulnérabilité des Milieux Méditerranéens : risques naturels, et impact des changements globaux et anthropiques sur l’espace méditerranéen vivant et inert) on March 12, 2013 at the CNRS, Lebanon (figure 8) while the third
One (May 28 & 29, 2013, CNRS-Lebanon) addressed the database created within INCAM to share with participants involved in OREME (called O-Life in Lebanon) the methodology used within INCAM Project towards feeding the established natural database during O-Life.

The local workshops gave the CNRS a good opportunity to actively participate in other national (Litani River Decontamination) and Euro-Mediterranean (OREME observatory) projects towards enhancing the role of the council and ensuring a continuity of INCAM beyond the project’s duration.
Towards promoting and enhancing the sharing of experience and know-how, two critical sites visits were undertaken with regional experts at Selaata chemical plant and different quarries in the country (figure 9).

![Figure 9 critical sites visits, on the left the Selaata chemical plant visit; on the right experts visiting the Qartaba site relocated to karting](image)

The visits were preceded by CNRS centers visits and meetings where experts presented the main studies carried out by the researchers of the centers related to the critical site visit in particular to (i) the monitoring and the observation of the Lebanese coastal zone and focusing on the main sources of chemical and bacteriological pollution and (ii) the impact of degraded quarries on natural resources and the negative effect of practices -before 2005- on the water, soil resources and vegetation cover as well as on air and water quality and terrain stability. Four regional experts and 13 local experts from the CNRS centers, the Lebanese institutions and universities, the ministry of environment and main stakeholders identified for each critical site visit shared/exchanged experience and know-how on the identified critical sites.

◊ **Lebanese participation in European trainings and conferences**

Four Researchers from the CNRS also participated in European workshops and conferences addressing man and biosphere management; (2) open days for the PhD students on biodiversity and ecology; (3) ecological impact of biological control; (4) Marine Ecosystems Responses to climatic and anthropogenic forcing in the Mediterranean. Researchers were eager to share and exchange experience and know-how and disseminate the outputs of the project.

One of the main objectives of INCAM is to enhance the capacity of the CNRS to plan and manage natural resources and the coast efficiently and effectively. This implies addressing capacity building on a long-term, strategic level to ensure that the CNRS will be adequately equipped to deal with any emerging implementation challenges beyond INCAM project. Throughout INCAM Project, the improvement of CNRS capacity building was assessed through the transfer of knowledge which is a
key activity done within INCAM using, among other means, six CNRS researchers were trained in EU countries on Integrated Coastal Zone Management and Environmental challenges. These trainings could strengthen the required institutional and organizational capacity to manage different source of information mainly through acquiring new skills on: (i) Drought monitoring using climatic and remote sensing indicators; (ii) Planning, capturing and processing of hyper spectral images; (iii) Training and meeting concerning floods and mass movements; (iv) Learn new analytical extraction procedures for trace metal speciation in marine sediments; (v) the speciation program Hyss, its role and applications; (vi) learn new methodology for marine taxonomy; (vii) new methods for studying currents in the sea surface; (viii) how to use the CTD; (ix) statistical applications used in marine hydrology; (x) how to use space sensors to manage multidisciplinary projects with local national institutions and multinational teams and carrying advanced studies and analyzes. All the trainings conducted will allow the CNRS staff to assess and monitor the coastal changes and hazards serving the integrated coastal zone management in order to create future early warning systems.

◊ **MsC and PhD students granted within INCAM**

INCAM project gave also the opportunity for two Lebanese students to pursue their studies in European Countries in order to improve scientific knowledge and technological know-how in water use efficiency, land conservation and environmental issues through the completion of specific research themes and experimental works. The first student was selected by INCAM management team to continue his studies in IAM-Bari AMB to work towards the elaboration and completion of his Master of Science thesis. The MSc theme will be decided in close collaboration between the IAMB and CNRS staff in 2014 following the objectives of INCAM project put forward in the Road Map Action Plan for the modernisation of CNRS. Based on previous excellent experience and cooperation, all thesis will be co-advised by senior researchers based both at IAMB and CNRS. According to the academic requirements of the CIHEAM-IAMB, students are foreseen to defend their MSc thesis in October 2014. Answering the priorities identified in the INCAM review (biodiversity chapter) on the need to support and encourage research on biodiversity related topics, a second student has been granted a PhD fellowship (since September-October 2012) from CNRS-L for a PhD conducted between Lebanon and University of Marseille on biodiversity and socio economic indicator for integrated ecosystem management and biodiversity conservation in Lebanon.

◊ **FP7 training to increase Lebanese participation in EU projects**

INCAM project aims to increase FP7 participation capacities for Lebanese researchers; in this framework, an FP7 training workshop was held in Beirut, Lebanon on the 16th of March 2012. The training workshop was organized by the Project coordinator, the National Council for Scientific
Research (CNRS) with the participation of the Institut Agronomique Méditerranéen de Bari (IAM-Bari) represented by Dr. Pandi Zdruli and Dr. Saverio De Santis. The training was attended by researchers, research assistants and administration officers from various institutions in Lebanon (CNRS, USEK, USJ, UL, AUB). The main objectives of the workshop were to train participants on FP7 rules, regulations, funding schemes, project management, project proposal guidelines with a particular focus on how to select the scientific and/or technical aspects relevant to the topics of the Call, how to describe the potential impacts of the proposal as well as how to implement it successfully following the financial rules of the FP7.

During the workshop, researchers were trained on how to successfully prepare a proposal, fill the Part A (Administrative part) and the Part B (scientific relevance, management, budget, impact), write the potential impact of the proposal and the project implementation, submit electronically the proposal (the EPSS system), negotiations and signing of the grant agreement, project Management, fill the form C (financial Statement and financial schemes), costs reporting and payment, main problems to be faced and the Evaluation summary report. Additional issues were also presented and discussed during the workshop such as the role of the financial audit, the players in the financial audit, the European court of audit website, how an audit operates, common issues in financial audits and how to submit a claim. INCAM project was given as an example for a coordination and support action-funding scheme within FP7.

◊ **First Regional Workshop training**

Under the Patronage of H.E. the Minister of Environment, Nazem El Khoury, the National Council for Scientific Research – CNRS in Beirut, Lebanon held in its head quarter INCAM first regional training workshop on January 25th and 26th 2012. Almost sixty trainees, lecturers and INCAM
partners’ members attended the workshop from Lebanon, Syria, Egypt, Jordan, Algeria, Tunisia, Palestine, France and Italy. Of the trainees, five have ERA-WIDE projects and the remaining are researchers or PhD students involved in natural resources management (soil and land management, coastal zone management, etc.) either in Lebanon or in the region. Lecturers were selected among INCAM partners, representing the CNRS; CIHEAM, IAM-Bari and IRD. During INCAM two-day workshop, consortium partners – CNRS-Lebanon, the Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of Bari (IAM-B), Italy and Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD) of Toulouse, France- shared INCAM methodology with local and regional partners deepening on environmental institutional capacity building aspects toward increasing the leading scientific role of CNRS as well as its centres and establishing networking between Lebanon, the region and the EU. The last session of the workshop was dedicated to sharing experiences and exchange of information between participants and previous identified volunteers presented their projects (EU or others) focusing on the outputs and suggestions for future collaboration with INCAM, the National Council for Scientific Research in Lebanon and its centers.

Figure 11 Press release in Arabic of the first regional workshop in a local journal (Al Diar)
◊ **INCAM Final conference**

The final conference of the project was held in Izmir, Turkey in collaboration with the Inter-Islamic Science Technology Network on Oceanography, Izmir and the Institute of Marine Sciences & Technology, Döktuz Eylul University, Izmir on May 15-17, 2013 with the aims to share INCAM success story and disseminate its lessons learned with regional partners and establish a network between marine research centers in the Mediterranean region to endorse Integrated Coastal Zone Management principles and environmental objectives in the Mediterranean. The conference was marked by the presence of Dr. Vedat Mirmahmutogullari, the Undersecretary of the Turkish Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock and H.E. Mr. Mansour Abdallah, Ambassador of Lebanon to Turkey as well as representatives from eleven Mediterranean countries (from Lebanon; Jordan; Egypt; Tunisia; Turkey; Spain; France; Italy; Greece; Turkey; Cyprus) dealing with coastal zone management, environmental protection, land use planning, policy and decision making, research and education, NGOs, civil society. The first session of the conference included presentations on (i) INCAM Project outcomes, accomplishments and perspectives, (ii) Seventh Framework Programme: Cooperation with the Mediterranean Neighbourhood Countries in Research and Innovation, (iii) INCAM experience and prospects for the future collaboration from the CIHEAM point of view and (iv) INCAM natural resources database. The second session included Country reports from the MENA region in particular from Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt and Tunisia. All participants presented the status of environmental protection in the country with a special focus on coastal zones. Participants also presented their Institutions (Mission and Purpose, Major Activities, Major Objectives), Status of environmental management in their country (Highlighting the main
challenges that can concern the remaining Mediterranean countries as well), stressing on how can their institution collaborate in the ICZM Mediterranean network and what are their expectations from the Networking. The 3rd session addressed country reports from the EU and candidate countries in particular from Spain, France, Greece, Turkey, Ankara and Cyprus. During the second day of the conference, INCAM legacy and International collaboration and future perspectives were discussed. The working day started by the Human and socio-economic aspects presentation towards an integrated coastal zone management in the Mediterranean Countries followed by presentations on the assessment of coastal Environment using Remote Sensing & GIS techniques: example of Lebanon and the CNRSL Strategic action plan prepared within INCAM for the period of 2014–2019. The last session of the conference opened discussions between all participants to give ideas and suggestions for future collaboration on ICZM and environmental protection in the Mediterranean.
Roadmap and action plan for the CNRS beyond INCAM life

Towards strengthening the role of the CNRS to improve excellence in relevant research areas, and within INCAM project, an action plan striving towards strengthening the role of the CNRS was prepared to improve excellence in relevant research areas. This plan will contribute better to the use and management of limited natural resources and to support sustainable development in the country in a time when Lebanon itself and the countries of the region are particularly facing not only financial and energy crises, but also environmental challenges. These actions aim at achieving external objectives of a strategy or objectives of a management plan.
The action plan strives towards the modernization of the CNRS towards becoming a center of excellence for research, innovation, good governance and management as a possible model for the region. It aims as well to assure continued follow-up and implementations of this strategic action plan even after the lifetime of the INCAM project. In INCAM project, the strategic action plan differs from the action plan by the fact that it contains more guidelines than in action plan. This is why many people call the strategic action plan a road-map.

Good Governance and Quality Control Management refers to the means by which the institution is formally organized and managed; in other words, it is the way CNRS is operated. Good Governance is defined as a system through which the performance of the institution (CNRS) is guided and supervised so as to achieve the required objectives and ensure quality control. The governance of the CNRS is fully explained in a comprehensive document prepared within the project structured in ten sub chapters including an introduction, a review of existing CNRS strategy, the CNRS Presentation, the Assessment of the Science, Technology and Innovation policy in Environment, the CNRS human resources, the analysis of the State of the art of the CNRS, the strategic action plan prepared within INCAM, the national geospatial strategy and implementation plan, the actions to achieve objectives of the road-map and the procedure to be conducted in order to implement this strategic action plan. At the end of the document, a follow-up planning document is produced to provide every person involved in the implementation with a common understanding of the motivation and the actions and activities to be followed up towards contributing to the upgrade of the CNRS to be a Center of Excellence for Lebanon and the Region.

◊ Leaflets

The first leaflet printed out by the project contained the context and main objectives of the project (figures 14). This brochure was disseminated during the main activities of the project, of the CNRS as well as during EU and international conferences in particular during the CNRS Golden Jubilee Ceremony, all local and regional INCAM activities and other EU meetings such as, “Strategy for internationalization and research valorization” workshop in Marseille on October 2011 and ERA-WIDE Projects – 3rd Week of coordination “Governance, Human capital and RDI management skills: accompanying success stories in the Mediterranean research centers on July 2012 in Brussels, the International Conference on Land-Sea Interactions in the Coastal Zone on November 2012 in Lebanon, International Workshop MERMEX in Zagreb, Croatia on June 2013. Moreover CNRS distributed the leaflet with the newsletter to local stakeholders and decision makers in Lebanon from Universities and Ministries;
The second leaflet (see figures 15) was recently designed in collaboration with the International Innovation research journal together with a 3-page article with images and graphics dedicated to INCAM project and published within the International Innovation report that focus on research, education, sharing of resources and information and access to data and infrastructure within many sub-topics of ocean and marine management, policy, monitoring research. The International Innovation report looks at a number of different areas including: marine, costal and ocean climate and environmental monitoring and modeling, access to marine research infrastructures and services, managing ocean and costal resources, environmental collaboration and collaborative marine policy development, climate change prediction impact, management, reduction and policy, marine and costal research ecosystem and environment research, resource allocation, land use and rural development, impact assessment, biodiversity, large scale data modeling, sharing and coding, collection and sharing of data for stakeholders and education, environmental technologies, sustainable program development, water and maritime issues, collaboration in addressing environment and climate issues, modeling interoperability and standards, decision support tools, joint action plan development, policy recommendations, driving the science, policy, stakeholder interface and engagement etc.

This leaflet is addressed (through email and hard copies) to local stakeholders (all universities in Lebanon, all researchers included in the database of the CNRS and all ministries related to natural resource management, NGOs) and regional stakeholders (see list of potential end users, deliverable 4.2).
The International Innovation Report adheres to open access to accelerate the barrier-free dissemination of scientific knowledge. Through the open access, INCAM project will benefit from a higher visibility and increased citation rate of its papers. Readers and stakeholders benefit from immediate access to high quality research information and dissemination.

The report will be sent to over 30’000 key stakeholder readers carefully selected and highly targeted audience of key researchers, policy makers, government and decision makers across both the private & public sectors across all member states in the European Union and INCO countries (please see below list). CNRS, IAM-Bari and IRD will also receive additional copies to be used for any future dissemination.

The report is also made available online in a digital publication format on a dedicated web page for a period of twelve months, the report is also distributed worldwide to enable international dissemination and communication of scientific and policy results. INCAM website as well as the CNRS website will also add an electronic version of the report and leaflet.
As the project aims at enhancing Lebanon’s capacity to assess the status of its natural resources and to foster access to information on key environmental pressures, it was therefore most important to initiate its creation. The intensively developed Lebanese coastal zones require effective interdisciplinary environmental management policies relying on geospatial data, analysis and environmental modelling. This involves improved standardization, management and sharing of
information implying technology, standards, and policies to acquire, process, distribute, and increase use of geospatial datasets. Among the tools available for accurate and timely updates, earth observation techniques play a central role. This project SDI contributes to shared environmental monitoring systems. Built upon a complete stack of open source software, including GeoNetwork, GeoServer, OpenLayers, GeoWebCache, PostGIS, and EasySDI it provides full OGC web services with extensive digital rights managements controls. EasySDI is a comprehensive framework for implementing and managing spatial data infrastructures and to fulfil the European INSPIRE directive requirements. The solution is based on a service orientated architecture (SOA) conceived with a modular design to set up services of discovery, visualization and download in a secure and multilingual environment. It acts as aggregating technologies to offer an interoperable solution allowing orchestrations of OGC compliant web services. The complete platform, enabling dissemination and interoperable processes to organize, edit, process and publish spatial through standardized services (WFS, WMS, WCS and SOS) is presented. The INCAM SDI was designed as a stepping stone for CNRSL National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI). It offers access to geospatial data, publications and all related information's. INCAM SDI will confidently increase information sharing across the department of CNRS, allowing for the reuse and adaptation of geospatial datasets. This availability is cost-savings, and offers wider use of crucial datasets by offering access to datasets elaborated only once but (re) used many times. INCAM SDI main objective is to establish a network on geographical Information for nature conservation (i) to share experiences and good practices, (ii) to stimulate the community of nature conservation stakeholders at improving the harmonisation and (iii) for the exploitation and the access to their datasets. The SDI priorities with respect to common data, services and applications include (i) discovery of spatial data, services and applications, (ii) inventory and selection of geospatial data and services, (iii) enforcement of standards, (iv) identify priorities for new common data, services and applications, (v) More “Pro-Active Engagements” with the Research community much earlier in the project timeline, (vi) researchers to complete a “Data Management Plan”, (vii) explore incentives to increase Researcher interest in Data Management and make more metadata public. The INCAM SDI is based on a modular approach that allows to upgrade its various component. It is designed for setting up discovery, view and download services in a secured environment (rights management and multilingual support) and act as aggregating technologies to offer an interoperable and OGC compliant solution (collaboration with Geoserver, MapServer, Geonetwork, Openlayers,...) and can be installed in technical environment already in place, without change (if OGC compliant).

- **Geoserver**

Geoserver is an open source cartographic server able to store and manage geo-referred data and to make them available through the Web (figure 16). It thus makes it possible to manage a large panel of formats raster and vector. It is able to interact with various databases (Oracle Space,
ArcSDE, PostGIS, etc), it implements standards OGC, protocols (WFS-T, WMS, etc). GeoServer is thus the implementation of reference of Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) for the standards Web Feature Service (WFS) and Web Coverage Service (WCS), as well as a certified performance conforms to Web Map Service (WMS). GeoServer forms one of the essential components of the Spatial Web.

Figure 16 GeoServer for storing and managing geo-referred data and make them available through the Web.

- **Geonetwork**
GeoNetwork is an information management framework for decentralized spatial data conceived to ease the access to geospatial databases, cartographic products and related metadata of varied sources, improving the exchange of spatial information. The main aim of GeoNetwork is to improve accessibility with a large variety of data and related information, on different scale and multidisciplinary sources, organized and documented in accordance with the standard.

- **GeoCat Bridge**
GeoCat Bridge is a paying module under ArcGis. It makes it possible to publish OGC data from ArcGis Desktop towards Geoserver and Geonetwork. The interest of this module is in its capacity to publish the whole of the layers present in a ArcMap project as well as the symbology applied and the associated metadata.

- **OpenLayer**

  OpenLayer is free software, released under the BSD license. It is a library of JavaScript functions providing core functionality-oriented development of fluids client applications Web mapping. OpenLayers can display map as well as markers from a wide variety of data sources such as GeoServer in our case. Part of this library allows to manage the proposed user ergonomics, but this is not the main goal.

- **GeoExt**

  Born from the fusion of OpenLayers and Ext, GeoExt is a javascript library to easily create rich mapping interfaces. It offers the ultimate completely new custom objects (figure 17).

![Figure 17 GeoExt for mapping interfaces](image)

Although value of geospatial data is recognised but its effective use is inhibited by lack of knowledge of its existence, poorly documented information datasets. Knowing the dynamic nature of data in a networked environment, metadata is therefore an essential requirement for locating and evaluating available data. The INCAM SDI offers a catalog based on geonetwork to ease data mining on three levels of metadata (figures 18, 19, 20)

- Discovery metadata: What data sets hold the sort of researchers are interested in?
- Exploration metadata: Is the data sets sufficient for the analysis
- Exploitation metadata: How can researchers can access the data.
Figure 18: Incam Geoportal access (http://incam.cnrs.edu.lb/geonetwork)

Figure 19: Multi criteria research (key words, area of interest, categories)
The platform offers interactive web mapping facilities. The Web Mapping Services (WMS, WFS, WCS) enables interactive overlay of distributed geographic information simultaneously. It offers as well the sharing of geoprocessing services (coordinate transformation). An end users can therefore makes requests to the catalogue of services to discover URLs containing desired information (figures 21 & 22). Service Registries return URLs and also information about methods by which the discovered information at each URL can be accessed. The client locates one or more servers containing the desired information, and integrates them. As directed by the Client, each Map Server accesses the information requested from it, and renders it suitable for displaying as one or more layers in a map composed of many layers.
Figure 21: Simple web mapping facilities enabling interactive display of geographical information with OpenLayers and Google Earth.

Figure 22: Complex interactive web tools (Mapshup CNES France) enabling 2D-3D display.
The potential impact (including the socio-economic impact and the wider societal implications of the project so far) and the main dissemination activities and exploitation of results (not exceeding 10 pages).

The Lebanese coastal areas are under intense environmental changes with extensive feedback loops and co-evolution processes between natural environmental systems and anthropological driven ones. Natural resources and natural habitats in the region are under high pressure due to high demands from an increasing population. Natural habitats conservation is therefore a key element especially when looking at the proper balancing of environmental protection and socio-economic development objectives. INCAM main topic being to address the sustainable development of the coastal zones, in order to achieve this priority, long-term economic, environmental and social considerations have to be analysed for designing decisions, and exhaustive environmental information has to be collected and translated into convenient units of information to be useful in the decision-making processes.

Basic data needs have been assessed at national level based on the experience of the respective technical partner community. An inventory of required and already available basic data have been produced by the INCAM project and include low, medium to high, very high resolution imagery, data from meteorological stations, ancillary data of different nature and field data (agricultural and socio-economic, crop/biomass production data, etc). This task has been backed up with regional workshops and meetings.

Indeed, it is one evolving system that required to be studied and managed. Understanding interactions between coastal zone and the environmental changes cannot be achieved by observational studies alone. Monitoring key environmental and socio-economic processes is crucial and requires enhancing capacity buildings for coastal management institutions and practices. As mentioned (Olsen 2002) integrated coastal environmental management is facing three requirements, it must be sustainable over long periods, must be adaptable to conditions that change rapidly and must provide mechanisms that encourage or require particular forms of resource use and collaborative behaviour among institutions and user groups.

The most important human-induced indirect factors to ecosystem changes include human population dynamics, socio-economic activities and use of technology. Most important is that demand for ecosystem products and services grow with population. The critical direct factors that change the Lebanese coastal ecosystem include pressure that directly cause habitat change, climate change (frequent, longer and severe droughts), invasive species, resource overexploitation (deforestation, wildlife decimation), and pollution (use of fertilizers, industrial, domestic and municipal effluents). Land degradation is caused mainly by man’s excessive demand of ecosystem goods and services mainly due to high and dynamic populations and their demand for socio-economic growth.
The main variables that describe environmental and coastal habitats degradation are changes in productivity and standing biomass; changes in use/cover and of biodiversity; and changes in intensity and spatial (area) extent of the biomass and use. Monitoring such variables is of main importance to measure degradation statuses of landscapes. The project collected such variables/factors: Human Population (Population densities, Population structure, Population changes and trends), Human Development Index (HDI) (Income and poverty status and trends, Educational indices status and trends, Health status and trends indices), Land use/ economic (Land use type units, Land use systems changes, Use extent changes, Technology & productivity), Energy consumption (Energy sources, Biofuel use trends, Extraction pressure indices on units).

One of the important socio-economic outcomes for Coastal ecosystem Management is greater equity and social welfare. Integrated Coastal Management induced changes in behaviour can increase the standard of living of coastal residents by improving food security and improving opportunities to generate income through traditional and alternative employment. Properly managed, alternative income generating activities that improve economic welfare can be related to improvements in the condition of the environment.

Improvements in some societal qualities:

Increases in indices of quality of life, such as the Human Development Index.
Reduced poverty, greater life expectancy, better employment opportunities.
Greater equity in access to coastal resources and the distribution of benefits from their use.
Greater order, transparency and accountability in how planning and decision making processes occur.
Greater security, including food security.

Aiming to make most deliverables of the project (except financial reports) accessible by the public, the project used different tools to disseminate activities in particular:

(i) Portal website for knowledge sharing and management to disseminate any activity foreseen and prepared by the project available on www.incam-cnrs.eu where any visitor can access reports, presentations and any document uploaded on the website.
(ii) First regional workshop to disseminate the project’s main outputs and lessons learned from critical environmental sites in Lebanon to local and regional partners deepening on environmental institutional capacity building aspects toward increasing the leading scientific role of CNRS as well as its centres and establishing networking between Lebanon, the region and the EU. The last session of the workshop was dedicated to sharing experiences and exchange of information between participants and previous
identified volunteers presented their projects (EU or others) focusing on the outputs and suggestions for future collaboration with INCAM, the National Council for Scientific Research in Lebanon and its centers

(iii) Two critical sites visits were undertaken with regional experts at Selaata chemical plant and different quarries in the country towards promoting and enhancing the sharing of experience and know-how.

(iv) FP7 training workshop to support EU and national policies, disseminate FP7 outcomes and increase FP7 participation capacities for Lebanese researchers

(v) Trainings and participation in European conferences to share/exchange of experience and know-how and disseminate information using the main outcomes of INCAM Project, with a particular focus on the book published within the project.

(vi) Two leaflets: one in the beginning containing the context and main objectives of the disseminated during the main activities of the project, of the CNRS as well as during EU and international conferences; the second one at the end of the project designed in collaboration with the International Innovation research journal together with a 3-page article with images and graphics dedicated to INCAM project and published within International Innovation report that focus on research, education, sharing of resources and information and access to data and infrastructure within many sub-topics of ocean and marine management, policy, monitoring research. This leaflet is addressed (through email and hard copies) to local stakeholders (all universities in Lebanon, all researchers included in the database of the CNRS and all ministries related to natural resource management, NGOs), regional stakeholders) and more than 3000 stakeholder readers carefully selected and highly targeted audience of key researchers, policy makers, government and decision makers across both the private & public sectors across all member states in the European Union and INCO countries

(vii) INCAM poster including the main objectives and outcomes of the project and exposed during different events out of which we cite the CNRS Golden Jubilee Ceremony organized at the Grand Serail Under the Patronage of H.E. the President of the Council of Ministers Mr. Nagib Mikati on June 2012

(viii) Final regional workshop to share INCAM success story and disseminate its lessons learned with regional partners & establish a network between marine research centers in the Mediterranean region to endorse Integrated Coastal Zone Management principles and environmental objectives

(ix) Dissemination of final regional workshop through the CNRS newsletter to be published on August-September 2013 that will be distributed to more than 1000 local stakeholders (researchers at the universities in Lebanon, ministries, NGOs, etc.). All information
related to this event are also added on CNRS and INCAM websites for all INCAM and CNRS websites visitors.

(8) Sharing of INCAM news on CNRS website: Information about the project and activities on CNRS website available on www.cnrs.edu.lb (figure 23) and in the newsletter of the CNRS (figure 24&25).

Figure 23 Information about INCAM on CNRS website (www.cnrs.edu.lb)
Figure 24 CNRS Newsletter, Number 152, July-August-September, 2011

Figure 25 CNRS newsletter, number 159, September 2012